
Where to begin? Beginning, middle, or end? 
 
Aristotle urged starting at the start. Kierkegaard argued for the 
end, which turns out to be the approach in science, math, and 
film. The epic tradition recommends in media res—in the middle. 
 
For philosophy, it doesn‟t matter. So let‟s do all three. 
 
Starting at the end. Science puts forth theories. The test of a 
theory is that it work. What does it mean to work? A number of 
things, actually, but especially two: that it leads to discovery, to 
finding or seeing new things, and that it supports technology—
bridges that don‟t collapse. Or at least not usually. And not 
without cause.  
 
Now here I‟m going to make a little philosophical point. The 
frequency of things has an enormous bearing on our concepts. An 
important part of our concept of the world, of a reality, of 
existence, is how often things we lose eventually show up. If they 
rarely did, our view of everything would change. We might, in 
such a world, no longer distinguish reality from dream—and the 
loss of that distinction alone would create something  
unimaginably stranger than anything we have ever seen or 
known.  
 

So, science is ultimately a technology. A way to multiply things.  
 
Philosophy has no part of theories; its only relation to science is 
that it created it, and can critique it, and improve it, if it can be 
improved. Philosophy is the only human activity that has no 
connection to anything outside itself, to doing anything in 
particular to help us in any way—help us survive, or be happy, or 
brave, or good, or rich, or admired, or popular, or famous, or 
immortal—or anything. It addresses one issue, and has only one 

standard—incontestability. It‟s closer to mathematics than to 
science—but it‟s not mathematics. It makes no assumptions.  
 



Its only concern is rigor, an incontestable representation of the 
world. And if it should turn out that nothing is incontestable, then 
that becomes its starting point, and what it will attempt to 
understand.  
 
It turns out, though, that the incontestable is the key to 
everything. Everything powerful. Everything that matters. 
 
And perhaps most importantly, to what religions have called 
salvation, and what Einstein called the riddle of the world. 
What does this mean, in practical terms? That the meaning and 
solution to the world has nothing to do with belief, or assumption, 
or theory, or faith, or opinion, or what you think of anything.  
 
It is both much more powerful, and much more accessible, than 
any such things. Including our notions or hopes or beliefs about 
God.  
 
There. That‟s a bit of a sense of the end.  
 
The beginning, or the middle, depending on the path we take, is . 
. .  
 
Something before the beginning. Stanley Cavell was a famous 
and influential professor of philosophy at Harvard. He is 

considered one of the founders of the field of semiotics, the 
nature of film. He was powerfully influenced by Wittgenstein, the 
20th century‟s philosophical equivalent of Einstein. He wrote an 
influential paper in the 1960‟s, “The Availability of Wittgenstein‟s 
Later Philosophy,” that tried to come to terms with the difficulty 
of his thought, and how consistently and profoundly it was 
misunderstood. Because what dictated the form of Wittgenstein‟s 
writing was the commitment to prevent understanding 
unaccompanied by inner change. The understanding of a tourist.  

 
Something else matters at the beginning. Cavell began his paper 
with a quotation. From the French playwright Jean Anouilh. It 
goes something like this: “Epochs are in accord with themselves 



when the crowd comes into these radiant confessionals which are 
the theatres and the arenas, and as much as possible, . . . to 
hear these surprising truths: that the living must live, that the 
living must die; that spring follows winter, and fall summer; that 
man lives in peace, that he lives on blood; that life is a reality, 
that it is a dream—in short, those things they will never know.” 
 
It turns out that, at least for a time, a decade or two, maybe 
more, every philosopher influenced by Wittgenstein would begin 
his article or book or paper with some such quotation. Or so it 
seemed. Because that‟s what Wittgenstein did. His major work, 
published posthumously, the Philosophical Investigations, bears a 
quotation from Nestor: “It is in the nature of all advances, that 
they seem much greater that they actually are.” But what he 
almost went with was a line from King Lear, “I‟ll teach you 
differences.” The text itself begins with another quotation, from 
St. Augustine‟s Confessions, in which Augustine describes a 
common sense misunderstanding of how a child acquires 
language. Wittgenstein quoted Augustine, he told friends, not 
because he couldn‟t find the idea expressed as well elsewhere, 
but because, if so great a mind as Augustine held it, the idea had 
to be, not correct, but important.  
 
I want to honor this tradition. Andre Malraux was a 20th century 
novelist, art historian, principal in the French resistance, Minister 

of Culture under de Gaulle, and the only person for whom Picasso  
stopped painting when he visited his studio. Malraux delivered the 
funeral oration for Jean Moulin, the leader of the French 
resistance, who was tortured to death by the Gestapo. He relates 
how the torturer gave Moulin a piece of paper to write on, 
because he could no longer speak, and Moulin drew a caricature 
of his torturer. Malraux goes on, and I‟m quoting, “For the terrible 
sequel, we need only listen to the words of his sister, so 
poignantly simple: “Jeered at, savagely beaten, his organs 

shattered, he reaches the limits of human suffering without ever 
betraying a single secret, he who knew them all.”  This 
recollection introduces the last section of Malraux‟s 
autobiography, Anti-memoirs, a section devoted to the German 



concentration camps, where he lost two brothers. The apotheosis 
of a book addressing “the questions death raises about the 
meaning of the world,” turns to torture because, he continues, “ . 
. . the dialogue of the human animal with torture is more 
profound than that of man with death.” 
 
At Harvard, introductory philosophy courses were, maybe still 
are, taught as seminars. In one such seminar, a few weeks into 
freshman year,  “ . . . whenever he‟d look across the room, she‟d 
stare back, her face in bloom. . . . Angelique Armand Delille bore 
a name a queen might steal. An early Picasso and a later Gaul 
would have bound her a femme fatale. But her voice flew free, 
and her choice would be an elegant profundity.  
 
She led him to Malraux.” 
 
Or so say The Books of Joshua. Unlike Augustine‟s ideas about 
language, what follows Malraux‟s tribute to Jean Moulin has not, 
so far as I know, been aptly expressed by anyone else. It‟s a 
source of the philosophy, and a place to begin. 
 
“Dostoevsky, Cervantes, Defoe, Villon—the men of the penal 
settlements, the pillory, or the jail. As I descend from the 
Pantheon towards the Seine—for the committee is meeting in the 
Crypt of the Deportees—I think of that garden in the Crimea 

where Gorki told me, “I asked a Konsommol member, in about 
1925, what he thought of Crime and Punishment, and he 
answered, „What a lot of fuss about one old woman!‟” Did that 
Konsommol die in a Soviet labor camp? In a German 
concentration camp? Has he, at least, learned something since 
then?  
 
There was an invincible hope is Dostoevsky that emerges only in 
fits and starts in his novels. Meyerhold once showed me, after the 

Old Quarter of St. Petersburg—endless iron staircases losing 
themselves among the shadows of the canals—the writer‟s 
adolescent home in Moscow, where his father was a doctor at the 
military college. On the wall of the study, in a plush frame, was 



an enormous enlargement of a discolored photograph. I knew 
those shoulders bowed by every form of misery, that death‟s 
head trimmed  with a straggly beard. But they haunted the 
desolate half-light as if the discoloration of the bromide paper had 
recreated the past in a more convincing manner than any 
costume. It was in truth the image stolen from the living which 
was once such a source of terror to the Asians, stuck on the wall 
of the room with its sorrowful gaze and gray complexion. But it 
was also a resurrection, this life-size image, all the more striking 
in that it manifestly belonged to death, in that it embodied that 
Lazarus whose mantle Dostoyevsky had long ago assumed, not in 
order to console the murderers and the prostitutes but to shake 
the pillars that uphold the riddle of the world. Beyond the 
adjurations of love, the sorrows of the irremediable and of human 
suffering, the supreme riddle of “What am I doing on this earth 
where sorrow reigns?” The most profoundly urgent questioning 
since Shakespeare‟s gasped out it tragic message in this 
concierge‟s lodge . . .  
 
I think of you now, Dostoyevsky, freed from your translations of 
Balzac and your Dickensian novels by the revelation of the 
gallows. I do not yet know that in ten years time I shall be facing 
a mock execution. And perhaps one no more believes in fictitious 
gallows than in rifles aimed at one. I think of you now, Orthodox 
and Tsarist, with all that makes your characters fling themselves 

with arms outstretched into the mud of public confession, and 
with that terrible silence of your discolored face on which night is 
falling, your lips which need not speak for us to hear those words 
that have haunted our century—the only reply since the sermon 
on the mount to the holy barbarism of the Book of Job: “If the 
order of the universe must be paid for with the torture of one 
innocent child by a brute, I‟m handing in my ticket.” 
 
You did not invent the mystery of evil, although you gave it its 

most poignant expression. It is not you anguish, prophet, which 
haunts this shabby room, even if it is the anguish of our time, for 
all life becomes mystery when it is questioned by pain. It is the 
voice of Lazarus, against which neither misery nor pain prevails. 



The indomitable reply of Antigone or Joan of Arc to the tribunals 
of the earth: I was not born to partake of hatred, but to partake 
of love. It is the eternity which the psalmist sang, and which 
Shakespeare rediscovers 2000 years later beneath the enchanted 
stars of Venice, “In such a night.” The cries rising                                                        
 
  
 
 
 
 


